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The development of novel materials that are capable of
effectively storing molecular hydrogen is of great current interest,
stimulated by advances in proton exchange membrane (PEM) fuel
cell technology. Recently, Dillon, Heben, et al. reported that
single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNT’s) could reversibly adsorb
5-10 wt % H2 at near-ambient conditions.1 The reported heat
(enthalpy) of adsorption was-4.7 kcal mol-1smuch greater than
the ca.-1 kcal mol-1 of conventional high-surface-area activated
carbons or graphite.2 Subsequently, several computational studies,
based upon classical simulations, suggested that while weak
interactions between H2 and SWNT’s do exist, the H2 adsorption
energy, and hence the near-ambient-temperature storage capacity
of carbon nanotubes, falls far short from the reported experimental
enthalpy.3 Indeed, whether SWNT’s are capable of adsorbing and
storing enough H2 for practical applications remains a subject of
considerable controversy.4

Here, by analysis of quantum-mechanical molecular dynamics
(MD) simulations,5 we describe a mechanism that yields calcu-
lated energies of adsorption which are comparable to, and can
surpass, the reported1 experimental heat of adsorption for H2 on
SWNT’s. Partial electron-transfer interaction between instanta-
neously distorted carbon atoms in the SWNT wall and H2 is
proposed to be the primary phenomenon responsible for the unique
strength of the hydrogen-SWNT adsorption energy.

SWNT’s prepared by the carbon-arc6 and laser-ablation7

methods typically exist in a trigonal two-dimensional lattice (i.e.
“ropes” or “bundles”) of nanotubes which predominantly have
an “armchair” architecture and a narrow diameter range (ca. 12-
14 Å, corresponding to 9,9 and 10,10 nanotubes8). Therefore, for
our MD simulations, we have selected a unit cell within a trigonal
SWNT lattice comprised of 9,9 nanotubes (diameter 11.89 Å).9

Upon energy minimization of the SWNT lattice, the potential
energy surface near the equilibrium point was found to be

relatively flat. Significant changes of the lattice constants,>0.5
Å, resulted in only marginal changes in the lattice energy (<1
kcal mol-1).

A fundamental issue concerning hydrogen adsorption in
SWNT’s is site selectivity; arrays of SWNT’s with open ends
may accommodate hydrogen in at least two sites: inside the
nanotubes (endohedral adsorption) or in the interstitial pores
formed between nanotubes (exohedral adsorption).

Time-averaged adsorptionenergies, over 5.0 ps, for endohedral
and exohedral adsorption were calculated at 77, 300, and 600 K
(Table 1). At 77 K, the calculations show a thermodynamic
preference for adsorption in the smaller (ca. 4 Å) interstitial pores
vs the endohedral pores.

The 600 K calculations suggest that exohedral adsorption is
significantly more thermodynamically favorable and, remarkably,
show the highest adsorption energy of any temperature.10 Our
analysis reveals that the hydrogen molecules migrate within both
of the endohedral/exohedral pores and, when proximal to the wall
of the nanotube, are most often oriented toward the sites of
greatest distortion (Figure 1).

The dynamic fluctuations induce localized, transient changes
in the shape of the nanotube, creating regions of near planarity
in the otherwise curved SWNT wall, and concomitant regions
which contain very acute C-C-C bond angles. The global
structural effect on the nanotubes is visualized as a dynamic
bending and flexing of the overall nanotube, made possible within
the SWNT lattice by the shallow potential energy surface near
the equilibrium lattice structure. The flexibility of individual
SWNT’s, and ropes of SWNT’s, which must occur by the
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Table 1. The Energies (kcal mol-1) of Adsorption of H2 in
SWNT’s

temp, K endohedral exohedral

77 -3.94 -4.79
300 -7.51 -6.75
600 -3.86 -10.91

Figure 1. A representative time step during the MD simulation of
endohedral H2 adsorption at 300 K. The radial deformation of the SWNT
wall and orientation of the H2 molecules are illustrative of the dynamics
observed throughout the simulation.
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compression of certain longitudinal C-C-C angles, has been
verified experimentally by transmission electron microscopy of
SWNT tori.11 Bending and folding of SWNT’s, resulting in
distortion of radial C-C-C angles, has also been observed
experimentally12 and investigated using computational methods.13

The magnitude and range of nanotube distortions during our MD
simulation are represented quantitatively using analysis of the
angle between three selected, longitudinally oriented carbon atoms
of the SWNT’s (Figure 2). The population and range of distorted
longitudinal angles (<180°) are maximal in the presence of
adsorbed hydrogen and at 600 K, leading to the observation of
angles below 160°. The effect of temperature on SWNT deforma-
tions is clearly observed in the analysis of selected radial C-C-C
angles (see Supporting Information), where the largest fluctuations
are observed with, and without, adsorbed H2 at 600 K.

The MD trajectory (Supporting Information) reveals that
hydrogen-induced deformations of nanotubes facilitate the migra-
tion of hydrogen within the SWNT lattice. The potential energy
barrier along the dynamic pathway between two interstitial pores
increases as the molecules transit the narrow channel formed by
neighboring nanotubes. Thus, migration from one interstitial pore
to another is not indicated at 77 K, but is observed at 300 K and
is facile at 600 K, due to a flattening of the nanotube walls when
the transit of a hydrogen molecule occurs.

The atomistic quantum mechanical description of SWNT’s used
in our ab initio MD simulation reveals partial electron-transfer
interactions of hydrogen with specific, highly distorted carbon
atoms (very acute C-C-C bond angles) in the nanotube walls.
The deviation from planarity, inherent in the curvature of a
graphene sheet to form a SWNT and coupled with further
distortion due to collisions with H2 molecules, necessarily changes
the hybridization of carbon from purely sp2 (as in graphite) toward
sp3, with a corresponding increased localization of electron density
on the affected carbon atoms. Nanotube deformation has been
shown to alter the electronic properties of SWNT’s, which has
been attributed to the change of the bonding configuration of
mechanically distorted C atoms to sp3.14 During the observed
interactions, the H2 molecules are lengthened from the calculated
gas-phase H-H bond distance of 0.75 Å and oriented “end-on”
to the distorted carbon atom, characteristic of H2 acting as an
acceptor of electron density.15 Consistent with electron donation
into theσ* (antibonding) orbital of H2, the distribution ofrH-H is
shifted toward longer H-H bond distances at the higher simula-
tion temperatures, where the calculated adsorption energies are
greatest. These enhanced electron-transfer interactions likely
contribute to the higher energies of adsorption.

Finally, it is interesting to note that SWNT-gas contact, with
a number of gases, has been found to alter electronic properties
of SWNT.16 It is probable that perturbation of the nanotube
structure and electron-transfer between distorted carbon atoms
and certain gases play a role in these recent observations.
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Figure 2. Longitudinal SWNT deformations at 77, 300, and 600 K as
indicated by the distribution of C-C-C angles (θ) for the highlighted
carbon atoms illustrated on a section of the SWNT wall. Each graph
represents a distribution of C-C-C angle populations over 5000 steps
of the 5.0 ps MD simulation. The longitudinal C-C-C angle of a
perfectly circular and straight “armchair” SWNT is 180°.
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